
PHOTOGRAPHING YOUR FAMILY

The real life of a family unfolds in small 
moments—from big belly laughs to quiet 
snuggles, from everyday routines to 
shared adventures. Photographer Heidi 
Harf celebrates all the nuances of these 
interactions with a fun and relaxed 
documentary approach that bypasses 
stuffy poses and props in favor of 
real-life settings and honest interactions. 
For these sessions, Heidi becomes a 
happy part of your family and lets kids 
and parents simply be themselves. The 
result is images that are full of colorful 
personalities, real relationships, and the 
authentic life of a family—images that, 
even years from now, will bring you right 
back to the love you felt at this moment 
in your family’s life. 



HALF DAY DOCUMENTARY SESSION (MOST POPULAR)                     

A half-day session, our most popular, is oriented around a morning or evening. Heidi arrives as your kids are waking up, then documents 
your morning and early afternoon activities. Or, she arrives in the afternoon and documents your daytime activities and bedtime rituals.

“The moments captured were ones I was aware of and others I had no idea were happening. I love how these pictures really capture 
the essence of my family.” - Julia 

• Up to 5 hours of documentary family photography 
• Story telling album (12x8) with 60 edited images
• Private on-line photo gallery to share with family and friends
• Slideshow
                          

heidi@heidiharf.com



MINI DOCUMENTARY SESSION                                  

A mini is a great way to capture a slice of your family’s life. Together, we will pick a time and place that includes a fun family activity 
you will want to treasure for years to come. 

“Heidi’s joie de vivre is captured through her lens. Every image sparkles with joy wonder and spontaneity. She has the ability to capture 
everyone’s spirit without you knowing she is even there.” - Trish

• Up to 3 hours of documentary family photography 
• Story telling album (12x8) with 40 edited images
• Private on-line photo gallery to share with family and friends
• Slideshow
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FULL DAY DOCUMENTARY SESSION                       

Capture all the ups and downs of your family in action—from morning routines to bedtime rituals and everything in between. As part of 
your family for the whole day, Heidi is really able to capture who you are and the relationships you cherish. 

“These photos are so natural. They are real moments frozen in time. It is so much fun to look at the album and remember a day in our 
life.” - Annie

• Up to 10 hours of documentary family photography 
• Story telling album (12x8) with 80 edited images
• Private on-line photo gallery to share with family and friends
• Slideshow

heidi@heidiharf.com



ONE HOUR STORY TELLING SESSION               

The one hour session is a perfect way to get fun and honest family portraits as well as candid shots of your kids in action. Together we 
will choose a location and activity that will bring out the best of your family.

• 10 high resolution files
Matted and framed fine art prints available for purchase.
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A LA CARTE ― BOOKS AND MATTED PRINTS

Albums are simple and beautiful, come in a variety of linens and 
leathers, and you may choose between thick or thin pages.

8x8, 8x12, 12x 8   $875
12x12     $950
10x13     $985
Larger Books Available  Ask for quote

Fine Art Prints
For your favorite photographs printed on archival, fine art paper 
matted and ready to be framed.

5x7     $115
8x12     $150
11x17     $300
16x20     $500
20x30     $700
30x40     $950
40x60     $1,250
Framed Images Available  Ask for quote
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